The average cost of a forgotten password is

$51-$147 *

What do our customers say?

How much could your organisation save
by reducing or eliminating password
resets?

“Since implementing the JSS SSO
Plugin, password reset calls have
reduced by 25%.”

What does the JSS SSO Plugin do?
The JSS SSO Plugin authenticates users into your ITSM system using their Windows
logon credentials. The result? Users no longer need to remember a second password and
save time by skipping that extra login stage.

How does the JSS SSO Plugin work?

“Implementing the JSS SSO Plugin
has proved a key part of our
information security improvements,
with a measurable reduction in users
‘making a note’ of passwords.”

Unlike other single sign on solutions in the marketplace; the JSS SSO Plugin does not
store or reveal passwords. It seamlessly integrates systems from a users perspective.
“The new integration with Business

Which of my applications does the JSS SSO Plugin integrate?
The JSS SSO Plugin supports a variety of applications including BMC ITSM, BMC ITBM,
BMC Dashboards, BMC Analytics, HP Service Manager, HP Service Request Catalog and
SAP Business Objects.
It integrates with products such as MS Active Directory, MS ADFS 2, Ping Federate, CA
SiteMinder, RSA Access Manager (ClearTrust) and OpenID. For a full list of integrated
products and those in development please visit the JSS website.

Is the JSS SSO Plugin easy to install and maintain?
The JSS SSO Plugin is designed to be easily installed and once running requires no
further maintenance. For the few customers who come up against more technical issues,
JSS include remote professional services in the purchase price.

Who are JSS?
Since 2006 the technical experts at JSS have been developing and implementing the
unique offering that is the JSS SSO Plugin. Satisfied clients now include global household
names such as Sony, Lockheed Martin and Deutsche Bank alongside numerous smaller
local organisations.

How much does it cost to try JSS SSO Plugin?
JSS offers a free 60 day evaluation of the full JSS SSO Plugin product. So why not down
load your copy today and see how your organisation can benefit by implementing single
sign on in your organisation?

Objects has just eliminated the task
of maintaining a separate user
database for Business Objects.”

“The service from JSS is excellent,
we felt valued and important
despite the comparatively low order
value of our purchase.”

“The pricing of the JSS SSO Plugin
was impressive; especially when
other consultants had quoted us in
excess of 20 days onsite, for more
complex solutions that would have
delivered less functionality and
required considerable on-going
maintenance.”

Apply for a free evaluation immediately.
Read more quotes.
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